1

Saw the rails to the required length. In order to avoid displacing the copper wires while
sawing through the rails, place the saw support supplied with the kit (A) at the position
where you want to saw through the rails. Saw through the rails and remove any burrs.

2

Fit the mounting clips (B) to the wall in a straight line at intervals of around 30cm’s
(3 per meter).

3

Position the rail on top of the mounting clips (B) and ‘click it’ into place.

4

If you want to connect 2 lengths of rail together, position the straight connector (C) at the
joint between the two rails.

5

Slide a rail end-piece (D) onto both ends of the rail.

6

Use the corner connector (E) to continue the rail through a corner.

7

In order to connect the copper wires in two lengths of rail, push the power straight (F) or
power corner (G) connectors firmly into the rail.

8

Loosen the set screws (H) in the connectors and move the rods (I) of the armature to the
desired angle.Tighten up the set screws again. You may only use the allen key supplied
with the set for this.

9

Loosen the 4 screws (J). Place the lamp in the appropriate holes (K) in the fitting (L) and
tighten the screws on one side of the fitting until the screw heads are flush with the
fitting. Now tighten the screws on the other side.

10

Loosen the set screws (M) on top of the fitting (L) and move the latter to the desired
position. Take care not to break the pins of the lamp and make sure the armatures rods
are fully engaged in the fitting.

11

Carefully remove the orange attachment (N)

12

Install the armature by pushing the two armature connectors (O) into the rail.

13

Hook the cobra anchor + perlon cord (P) into the rail. Slide your picture hook (Q) onto it
and hang your picture from the hook. For heavy pictures/paintings (especially those
framed with glass), we recommend using cobra anchor + steel cable and captain hook.

14

Press connector (S) from the transformer (T) into the underside of the rail with the lip
pointing forwards. Next insert the plug into the wall socket and illuminate your painting!

Note: After a power failure, you can reset the transformer by briefly removing the
plug from the wall socket

